
1. An overview of the value chain





2. Pictorial representation of what happens to the 
wet plant material such as Buchu

The diagrams below and on the following slide demonstrate what happens to the 11 grams of Buchu Oil (in RED)
made from 1 kilo of wet material (in GREEN)

STEP 1: 1 kilo of wet Buchu is sold to the Processor = 1 kilo of wet Buchu

STEP 2: The 1 kilo of wet Buchu produces 11 grams
of Buchu Oil = 11 grams of Buchu Oil

STEP 3: The 11 grams of Buchu Oil are mixed with
many other aromatic substances to produce 11 kilos
of flavouring (in BLUE)

= 11 kilos of flavouring containing
the 11 grams of Buchu Oil

(See example recipe in box 1 below)



STEP 4: The 11 kilos of flavouring is used

the manufacturer of consumer products

to make 11 tons of product (in

Beige)

= 11 tons of finished product
containing the 11 grams of Buchu Oil



STEP 5: These 11 tons of product are distributed throughout the world to wholesalers and/or distributers

for millions of consumers to buy

Box 1

A typical recipe/formula of a blackcurrant flavouring 
used by a manufacturer of a consumer product 

The flavouring uses Buchu Oil at 1 part in a 1000 parts of
concentrated flavouring. The flavouring is then 
incorporated into the finished consumer product at 1 part
in a 1000 parts.
This means that the Buchu Oil is present in the finished 
consumer product at 1 part in a million parts, or 1 gram in
1 ton.



3A. How Buchu Oil passes through  STEPs 2, 3, 4 and 
5 in the value chain

From STEP 2, a Processor sells Buchu oil to a F&F House e.g. PAN (or a trader who sells it to PAN), being one of many.

In STEP 3, PAN creates several flavourings and fragrance compounds using the Buchu Oil. Undertakes technical tests 
and market research until finalizing the recipe.

In STEP 4, PAN sell one flavouring and one fragrance compound to three different manufacturers of consumer products, 
for example - UNIP, MAD and RED.

In STEP 5, the three manufacturers sell the products they have developed using the flavourings and fragrance compounds
from PAN to various wholesalers/distributors all over the world.



3B. How Buchu Oil passes through  STEPS 2, 3, 4 and 
5 in the value chain in diagrammatic form

BUCHU OIL

STEP 2
The Oil is sold to 
F&F Houses

Etc x 100
A&B PAN JGT XYZ

STEP 3
Blackcurrant Beef Guava Joyful Hopeful

Etc x 500

PAN develops
flavourings & 
fragrances

STEP 4
A flavouring/
Fragrance is sold by
PAN to a Manufacturer
of Consumer Products

UNIP in
South Africa

GAD in Germany RED in 
Japan

Etc x 1’000

STEP 5
The manufacturer of the
Consumer Products sells 
them to wholesalers and 
retailers

HANDY in 
Namibia

MORGAN  in
Germany

MUNCHY 
in Zambia

OGGI in
Italy

BYE in
Japan

TUM in
Greece

Etc x 10’000


